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This is just my opinion, as usual, based on internet research anyone can do

At first I promised myself I wouldn't write anything about this, since that is just following their script.
They want us talking about this to divert from other things. Not to divert from the bad ratings of the
Oscars, as some are saying, but to divert from far larger issues. All the fakes being sold now, including
the fake war in Ukraine, the fake January 6 trials, the fake trannie in the pool, the fake judge being fake
interviewed for the fake Supreme Court, and all the other fakes, are meant to keep eyes off the vaccine
crime against humanity and the millions of people dying worldwide from this atrocity. That should be
on page one every day, but it isn't even making the back page, after the comics. Pfizer is making sure
of that.
So I was going to boycott this Oscars fake event, assuming that many could see it confirmed my
contention that everything else was faked. The Phoenicians could hardly have done me a bigger favor
than to stage this thing and then drop conspicuous clues it was all a big conjob. That photo above is
just the most obvious clue, since both men are grinning madly right after this allegedly vicious public
attack on a very small man by a much larger man. That one photo blows the whole thing. Other
obvious clues are that the show didn't cut to commercial, that no security got involved, that Smith was
not escorted out, and that within seconds Rock was selling it as the greatest thing ever. So it was not

only staged, it was staged poorly. Smith pulled it together for his acceptance speech later—which was
obviously prewritten as well—where he showed off a bit of the top-notch acting he just collected the
award for, breaking into very believable tears. They could have used him at Sandy Hook.
But I decided I would show up on this page when it occurred to me that people come here for things
they won't see anywhere else. Well, I won't disappoint them, since I happen to have a reading you
won't see even at Infowars or Bitchute. I always take you that extra mile down the rabbit hole, don't I?
The first bit isn't my own find, but since it gets us heading down deep, it gets us started. As it happens,
Pfizer was a top sponsor of this year's Oscars. Not surprising, since they are a top sponsor of just about
everything on TV for the past five years. They have bought out half the world. And guess what one of
their new drugs will be this year? A drug for alopecia. I guess next year we will see Jada with waistlength tresses or a three-foot 'fro, schlepping for Pfizer like McCon schlepping for Lincoln or Dylan
schlepping for Chrysler.
This second bit is my own discovery, though it still isn't the meat of this article. We are supposed to
believe Chris didn't know Jada had alopecia, thinking it was just her new style. Except that Jada
announced four years ago she had alopecia. And what's more, Rock's ex-wife is Malaak ComptonRock, who just happens to be. . . a famous hairstylist. She
is the founder and executive director of StyleWorks, a non-profit, full-service hair salon that
provides free services for women leaving welfare and entering the workforce.

So I think Chris probably knows what alopecia is.
Going down. After years of rumors and denials, Mr. and Mrs. Smith finally admitted in 2021 that their
marriage was open. For some reason everyone took this to mean they were sleeping with other partners
of the opposite sex. That was never my assumption, since this is a Hollywood marriage. Almost
everyone in Hollywood is gay, remember? How could you forget? Most Hollywood marriages have
been way beyond open, since they were mostly beard marriages. We now know that about a large
number of them. By that I mean they were arranged to make both partners appear straight, to maintain
their mostly straight fanbases. I also remind you that Jada was very close to Tupac early on, who was
outed pretty convincingly by one of my guest writers in 2018. I also remind you that Jada has a male
fanbase of pretty much zero, since most males can read her vibe: lesbian. The mainstream press has
been hired to spin that as Jada just being controlling, like Yoko Ono or something*, but I have never
bought it. To me, Jada doesn't come off as controlling, she comes of as someone who can't stand to be
in the same room as a straight man. Which works out because it goes both ways. Also see her
previous dating history, which doesn't get any better after Tupac. See Grant Hill, who supposedly
dated Jada—and no one else—in college. He was later set up with Tamia by Anita Baker. We aren't
sure why such a guy couldn't get his own dates.
So anyway, if Jada is gay, that indicates Will probably is, too. Otherwise, there is no possible reason
for him to marry a person like Jada. A great-looking guy, rich and famous, should be able to sleep with
half the female population if he wants to, so forget about open marriages. The marriage makes no
possible sense if he is straight.
Do you see where I am going yet? If not, ask yourself why Will and Chris ran this stunt together, and
why they seemed so unbelievably amused by it, to the point of completely breaking form, as we see in
the photo above. Also note that Will did not punch Chris. He slapped him. No one has made sense of

that, or even tried to. But do straight guys slap one another? Do they even pretend to slap one another
in skits? No, straight guys don't slap. They punch. It is gays that are famous for slapping eachother.
It is part of the whole vernacular and camp: “I'll slap that wry smile off your catty face!”
We are told Chris Rock had a pornography addiction that destroyed his marriage. Again, you are
supposed to assume it was an addiction to videos of women, but that isn't my assumption. Watching
sex videos of women doesn't normally destroy marriages, and it may even help them. But watching sex
videos of men is another matter. Chris' bios link him to no new women after his divorce in 2014.
Which brings us to this and this:

That link goes to a People exclusive that was rushed into print by 6pm Monday, on the long and close
relationship of Chris and Will over the years. Amazing how quickly they got that written and
illustrated and proofed, isn't it, almost as if they had it waiting in the wings. I draw your attention to
Chris dressed as a woman there, from the Fresh Prince of Bel-Air. That's how far back they go. It
pretty much says it all.
Plus, you may think Chris Rock is a cute and funny guy, because in some ways he is, but like the rest
of these people he is actually not a nice person. He, too, is schlepping for Pfizer. He has been pushing
the vaccine in social media, which makes him a pusher of death. Will Smith has also sold Covid as
real. That is what you should be focusing on, not the rest of this crap.
They are trying to spin this manufactured event away from all truths and toward more drug pushing by
Pfizer, but as I have shown you it is fabulously easy to spin it in the other direction. It is just one more
example of the staging of the world, and the transparent fakery of everything to do with Modern life. It
makes Hollywood look bad, so I assume they are going to admit it was staged, telling you it was just a
joke. But it is a fail no matter how you look at it. If they don't admit it was staged, it makes them look
bad. If they do admit it was staged, it makes them look bad. It is just one more big miscalculation in
two years of monstrous miscalculations.

Here's something else most people don't know: Chris' mother's maiden name is Tingman. Tingman is a
Jewish surname. They admit his ancestor in that line was in the State legislature in the 1870s, and no
recently freed slave did that. Only the part-black son of a wealthy plantation owner could have
managed that. Also see Albert Gardiner Tingman, an early merchant in California. He was a founder
or Indio/Palm Desert. He was Scottish, related to Klechner, Tallant, Barnes, Bunnell, Blair, Quincy,
Hayden, Woodbury, Clapp, and Montgomery. Memorize that Clapp since you are about to see it again.
Did you really think Chris Rock got famous because he is black? He is also a Vance, a Moultrie, a
Graham, and a Telefair. The Grahams are dukes, remember. That liar Gates at In Search of our Roots
claimed Rock's DNA was 80% black African, but that isn't even close to being true. To hide that, his
genealogy at Geni.com has recently been completely scrubbed. His grandmother's page at Findagrave
has also been scrubbed. A partial genealogy is still up at Ethnicelebs, and I will just make this easy on
you: everyone listed at Ethnicelebs is Jewish. EVERYONE!

As for Will Smith, his name is not William, it is Willard Carroll Smith, Jr. Not a normal black name.
He is very scrubbed at Ethnicelebs, but they admit he is a Dickens and a King. Possibly linking us to
MLK. My guess is he is also related to the Clays, since he played Cassius Clay. As we have seen, that
is how it works in Hollywood: you play your own cousins and ancestors, whenever possible. His
mother is a Bright, and she is very scrubbed, so my guess is the link to Clay is through her. His father
has a page at Findagrave, but no parents are listed for him, which is strange. Could be because Geni
tells us the grandfather's name is not Smith. It is George Smith Willard, with Willard being the
surname. Why is this important? Well, it may be because it connects us to the Willards of the peerage,
who are related to the Evances. Chris Rock is a Vance, remember? Evance=Vance, so these guys may
be cousins. That is what we have always found before, isn't it? Also interesting is that these Willards
of the British peerage are prominent in the US, being from Baltimore and closely related to the
Roosevelts. See Belle Wyatt Willard, who married Kermit Roosevelt in 1968. This would connect
Will Smith to President Franklin Roosevelt, which honestly would not surprise anyone. Belle's father
was Joseph Willard, the wealthiest man in Virginia after the Civil War. His mother was a Ford, which
would also link Will Smith to that. That would mean Will Smith is a cousin of Harrison Ford. Joseph
Willard's mother was a Clapp, linking us to Chris Rock a second time. Rock is also a Clapp, as we just
saw. This second link acts as strong confirmation of my previous guesses, and tends to confirm that
Will is related to the wealthy Willards of Virginia. You heard it here first.

*I believe Yoko is also gay, but that is another story. It does explain a lot though, I think you will admit.

